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�MINLP�� BRANCH AND BOUND

METHODS

A general mixed integer nonlinear programming

problem �MINLP� can be written as

min f�x�y�

subject to h�x�y� 	 �

�MINLP� g�x�y� � �

x � Rn

y � Zm�

Here x is a vector of n continuous variables and

y is a vector of m integer variables
 In many

cases� the integer variables y are restricted to the

values � and �
 Such variables are called binary

variables
 The function f is a scalar valued ob�

jective function� while the vector functions h and

g express linear or nonlinear constraints
 Prob�

lems of this form have a wide variety of applica�

tions� in areas as diverse as IR spectroscopy ���

�nance ��� chemical process synthesis ��� topo�

logical design of transportation networks ����

and marketing ��


The earliest work on branch and bound al�

gorithms for mixed integer linear programming

dates back to the early �����s �� ��� ���
 Al�

though the possibility of applying branch and

bound methods to mixed integer nonlinear pro�

gramming problems was apparent from the be�

ginning� actual work on such problems did not

begin until later
 Early papers on branch and

bound algorithms for mixed integer nonlinear

programming include ��� ���


A branch and bound algorithm for solving

MINLP requires the following data structures


The algorithm maintains a list L of unsolved

subproblems
 The algorithm also maintains a

record of the best integer solution that has been

found
 This solution� �x�� y��� is called the in�

cumbent solution
 The incumbent solution pro�

vides an upper bound� ub� on the objective value

of an optimal solution to the MINLP


The basic branch and bound procedure is as

follows


�
 Initialize� Create the list L with MINLP as

the initial subproblem
 If a good integer so�

lution is known� then initialize x�� y�� and

ub to this solution


�
 Select� Select an unsolved subproblem� S

from the list L
 If L is empty� then stop
 If

there is an incumbent solution� then that

solution is optimal
 If there is no incum�

bent solution� then MINLP is infeasible


�
 Solve� Relax the integrality constraints in

S and solve the resulting nonlinear pro�

gramming relaxation
 Obtain a solution �x�

�y� and a lower bound� lb� on the optimal

value of the subproblem


�
 Fathom� If the relaxed subproblem was in�

feasible� then S will clearly not yield a bet�

ter solution to MINLP than the incumbent

solution
 Similarly� if lb � ub� then the cur�

rent subproblem cannot yield a better so�

lution to MINLP than the incumbent solu�

tion
 Remove S from L� and return to step

�


�
 Integer Solution� If �y is integer� then a new

incumbent integer solution has been ob�

tained
 Update x�� y�� and ub


�
 Branch� At least one of the integer vari�

ables yk takes on a fractional value in the

solution to the current subproblem
 Create

a new subproblem� S� by adding the con�

straint

yk � b�ykc�

Create a second new subproblem� S� by

adding the constraint

yk � d�yke�

Remove S from L� add S� and S� to L� and

return to step �


The following example demonstrates how the

branch and bound algorithm solves a simple

MINLP


min �y� �
�

�
�� � �y� �

�

�
�� � y�

�

��y� � �y� � �

y binary


mixed integer nonlinear programming problem

MINLP

integer variables

binary variables

branch and bound
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The optimal solution to the initial nonlinear pro�

gramming relaxation is y 	 ����� ���� ��� with

an objective value of z 	 �
 Both y� and y�
take on fractional values in this solution� so it

is neccesary to select a branching variable
 The

algorithm selects y� as the branching variable�

and creates two new subproblems in which y�
is �xed at � or �
 In the subproblem with y�
�xed at �� the optimal solution is y 	 ��� �

�
� ���

with z 	 ����
 Since the optimal value of y� is

fractional� the algorithm again creates two new

subproblems� with y� �xed at � and �
 The op�

timal solution to the subproblem with y� 	 �

and y� 	 � is y 	 ��� �� ��� with z 	 ���
 This

establishes an incumbent integer solution
 The

subproblem with y� 	 � and y� 	 � is infeasi�

ble and can be eliminated from consideration


The subproblem with y� 	 � has an optimal

solution with y 	 ��� ���� �� and objective value

z 	 ����
 Since ���� is larger than the objective

value of the incumbent solution� this subprob�

lem can be eliminated from consideration
 Thus

the optimal solution to the example problem is

y� 	 ��� �� �� with objective value z� 	 ���


Since each subproblem S creates at most two

new subproblems� the set of subproblems con�

sidered by the branch and bound algorithm can

be represented as a binary tree
 The following

�gure shows the branch and bound tree for the

example problem
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Branch and Bound Tree for a Sample Problem

There are a number of important issues in

the implementation of a branch and bound al�

gorithm for MINLP


The �rst important issue is how to solve the

nonlinear programming relaxations of the sub�

problems in step �
 If the objective function f

and the constraint functions g are convex� while

the constraint functions h are linear� then the

nonlinear programming subproblems in step �

are convex and thus relatively easy to solve
 A

variety of methods have been used to solve these

subproblems including generalized reduced gra�

dient �GRG� methods ���� sequential quadratic

programming �SQP� ��� active set methods for

quadratic programming ��� and interior point

methods ���


However� if the nonlinear programming sub�

problems are nonconvex� then it can be ex�

tremely di�cult to solve the nonlinear program�

ming relaxation of S or even obtain a lower

bound on the optimal objective function value


For some specialized classes of nonconvex op�

timization problems� including inde�nite qua�

dratic programming � bilinear programming � and

inde�nite quadratic programming

bilinear programming

fractional linear programming

convex underestimators

BARON
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fractional linear programming � convex functions

which underestimate the nonconvex objective

function are known
 These convex underestima�

tors are widely used in branch and bound al�

gorithms for nonconvex nonlinear programming

problems
 Branch and bound techniques for non�

convex continuous optimization problems can

also be used within a branch and bound al�

gorithm for nonconvex mixed integer nonlin�

ear programming problems
 The BARON sys�

tem implements this approach to solve a variety

of nonconvex mixed integer nonlinear program�

ming problems ��� ���


The choice of the next subproblem to be

solved in step � can have a signi�cant in�uence

on the performance of the branch and bound al�

gorithm
 In mixed integer linear programming�

a variety of heuristics are employed to select the

next subproblem ��
 One popular heuristic used

in branch and bound algorithms for MILP is the

�best bound rule�� in which the subproblem with

the smallest lower bound is selected
 The best

bound rule is widely used within branch and

bound algorithms for MINLP �� ��� ���

In step �� there may be a choice of several vari�

ables with fractional values to be the branching

variable
 A simple approach is to select the vari�

able whose value �yk is furthest from being an

integer �� ���
 In mixed integer linear program�

ming� estimates of the increase in the objective

function that will result from forcing a variable

to an integer value are often made
 These esti�

mates� called �pseudocosts� or �penalties�� are

used to select the branching variable
 Penalties

have also been used in branch and bound algo�

rithms for mixed integer nonlinear programming

problems ��� ���


The performance of the branch and bound al�

gorithm can be improved by computing lower

bounds on the optimal value of a subproblem

without actually solving the subproblem
 In ���

lower bounds on the optimal objective value of

a subproblem are derived from an optimal dual

solution to the subproblem�s parent problem
 If

this lower bound is larger than the objective

value of the incumbent solution� then the sub�

problem can be eliminated from consideration


In ��� Lagrangean duality is used to compute

lower bounds during the solution of a subprob�

lem
 When the lower bound exceeds the value of

the incumbent solution� the current subproblem

can be discarded


Another way to improve the performance of

a branch and bound algorithm for MINLP is

to tighten the formulation of the nonlinear pro�

gramming subproblems before solving them
 In

the BARON package� dual information from the

solution to a nonlinear programming subprob�

lem is used to restrict the ranges of variables

and constraints in the children of the subprob�

lem ��� ���


In branch and cut approaches� constraints

called cutting planes are added to the nonlinear

programming subproblems �� ���
 These addi�

tional constraints are selected so that they re�

duce the size of the feasible region of nonlinear

programming subproblems without eliminating

any integer solutions from consideration
 This

tightens the formulations of the subproblems

and thus increases the probability that a sub�

problem can be fathomed by bound
 Further�

more� the use of cutting planes can make it more

likely that an integer solution will be obtained

early in the branch and bound process
 A variety

of cutting planes developed for use in branch and

cut algorithms for integer linear programming

have been adapted for use in branch and cut

algorithms for nonlinear integer programming


These include mixed integer rounding cuts ���

knapsack cuts ��� intersection cuts ��� and lift�

and�project cuts ���


best bound rule

pseudocosts

penalties

branch and cut

mixed integer rounding cuts

knapsack cuts

intersection cuts

lift�and�project cuts
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To date� little work has been done to compare

the performance of branch and bound meth�

ods for MINLP with other approaches such as

outer approximation and generalized Bender�s

decomposition
 Borchers and Mitchell com�

pared an experimental branch and bound code

with a commercially available outer approxima�

tion code on a number of test problems ��
 This

study found that the branch and bound code

and outer approximation code were roughly

comparable in speed and robustness
 Fletcher

and Leyffer compared the performance of their

branch and bound code for mixed integer convex

quadratic programming problems with their im�

plementations of outer approximation� general�

ized Bender�s decomposition� and an algorithm

that combines branch and bound and outer ap�

proximation approaches ��
 Fletcher and Leyf�

fer found that their branch and bound solver

was consistently faster than the other codes by

about an order of magnitude
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